DONOR APPRECIATION

EPFL wishes to thank the following individuals, companies, and foundations who have concluded new partnerships or joined the School’s donor circle in 2013 and 2014. Through their exceptional commitment to science, education and development, they have contributed to the quality of research, studies, and life on campus.

BERTARELLI FOUNDATION
Campus Biotech; Chair in Translational Neuroengineering; Chair in Neuroengineering

DEFITECH FOUNDATION
Chair in Clinical Neuroengineering and Human-Machine Interaction

GAZNAT SA
Chair in Carbon Dioxide Chemistry; Chair in Geo-Energy

LOGITECH EUROPE SA
Digitalization and promotion of Montreux Jazz Festival Archives

FONDATION LOMBARD ODIER
Venture Fund: Venice Time Machine, Development Office

LOTERIE ROMANDE
Digitalization and promotion of Montreux Jazz Festival Archives

MEDTRONIC EUROPE SÀRL
Chair in Neuroengineering

RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA
Chair in Multi-scale Manufacturing Technologies

ROLEX SA
Under One Roof Art-Science Building

SWISS MOBILIAR
Chair in Urban Ecology and Sustainable Living and related projects

HANS WILSDORF FOUNDATION
Campus Biotech; Center for Translational Molecular Imaging

WYSS FOUNDATION
Campus Biotech – Wyss Center for Bio- and Neuroengineering
We also thank the following donors for their continued support and trust:

**CHAIRS**

BERTARELLI FOUNDATION
GROUP OF DONORS ADVISED BY CARIGEST SA
CONSTELLIUM
DEBIOPHARM SA
DEFITECH FOUNDATION
EOS HOLDING SA
FERRING INTERNATIONAL CENTER SA
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH IN PARAPLEIA (IRP)
ISREC FOUNDATION
DR. JULIA JACOBI
PIERRE LANDOLT AND BANQUE LANDOLT & CIE PARTNERS
MERCK SERONO INTERNATIONAL SA
NEVA FOUNDATION
NESTLÉ SA
PATEK PHILIPPE SA
PETROSVIBRI SA
PX GROUP SA
SANDOZ FAMILY FOUNDATION
SWISS FINANCE INSTITUTE
SWISS POST
SWISSQUOTE SA
SWISSUP FOUNDATION

We would like to thank donors to the following programs:

Euler Courses for Gifted Students:
Mr. Barry Chasemore Gates; Prof. Kathryn Hess Bellwald; Mr. Charles Maillefer; NCCR; Prof. Jacques Rappaz; Mr. Jacques de Saussure; Mr. Dmitry Skorcheletti; Mr. Dan Stoicescu; SwissMAP.

Excellence Scholarships: Novartis, Debiopharm; Russian Consulate; PWC; Werner; UPC Cablecom.


Innogrant: Innovaud (Fondation pour l’Innovation Technologique); CA Technologies.

Research grants funded by foundations:
American Institute for Cancer Research; Association de la Suisse Romande et Italienne contre les Myopathies (ASRIM); Brain & Behavior Research Foundation; CARIGEST; CHDI Foundation; Fondation Chercher et Trouver; Fondation De Préfargier; Fondation Leenaaards; Fondation Panacée; Fondation Pierre Mer; Fondation Raoul Follereau; Fondation Rita Puccini; Fondation Roger De Spoelberch; Fondation Sens de la Vie; Fondation Strauss; Fondation Suisse de Recherche sur les Maladies Musculaires; Fondazione Cariplo; Fondazione San Salvatore Lugano; Fondazione Teofilo Rosi di Montelera; Foundation for the Third Millenium; Gebert Rüf Stiftung; Google; Hans Eggenberger Stiftung; Hasler Foundation; International Foundation for Research in Paraplegia (IRP); ISREC; Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF); Max-Planck-Institut; Muschamp Foundation; Fondation Novartis; OPQ Stiftung; RAM Foundation; Swiss Network for International Studies; Swiss Official Chronometer Control; Swiss Vaccine Research Institute; Swissbridge; Velux Stiftung.

**PROJECTS**

Digitalization and promotion of Montreux Jazz Festival Archives
AMPLIDATA
AUDEMARS PIGUET SA
ERNST GÖHNER FOUNDATION
LOGITECH EUROPE SA
FONDATION LOMBARD ODIER
LOTERIE ROMANDE
MONTREUX SOUNDS SA
MR. VASILIEV SHAKNOVSKY

EPFL Middle East
GOVERNMENT OF RAS AL KHAIMAH